Design Analysis

Every assignment in this course entails design work. From now on you must analyse every design you create. Remember to use the four principles: contrast, repetition, alignment, and proximity.

1. For every design you create, write (design) and analyse:
   a. How does the design make use of each of the four principles of design: contrast, repetition, alignment, and proximity?
   b. Describe any new principles, ideas or design rules you came up with during the design process.
   c. What is the target audience for the design (ideally)?
   d. What are the three most important design elements/parts in your design?
   e. How did you thoughts progress throughout the design process? Or What were you thinking as you did the design?
   f. Why do you love/hate the design?
   g. What would you do differently?

Think about the design process as you plan and construct your designs.